
INDUSTRY: METAL PRODUCTION

LOCATION: WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

CLIENT: IRON ORE COMPANY

OVERVIEW

CUSTOMER
SUCCESS
STORY

Better informed decision making and data

analysis, as well as significant time savings

on EOM Reporting using MineMarket for the

mining sector.
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CUSTOMER
Our customer is an Australian owned iron

ore company, whom exports and directly

ships ore from its operations in Pilbara,

Western Australia. Due to the nature of the

industry, this customer has requested to

be de-identified. 

"We chose Datamine over any
competitors or alternatives
because it was a readymade
solution that could manage
inventory across our value
chain." 

- General Manager in Planning
and Services



THE CHALLENGES
This mining company was experiencing challenges with managing data accuracy for their inventory,

information flow and reporting which was not only time-consuming with manual checks, but made it

difficult to access timely and verified reports. 

Due to this disruption to data flow and lack of transparency, their team was spending unnecessary time

on projects completing administrative work and double-checking data. Data integrity was a significant

issue with the variety in data standards across operational functions, which was often near impossible to

pull accurate, up to date data to access immediate insights into site operations. Reporting was taking

substantially longer than necessary due to multiple systems, different data formats, the need for multiple

edits and data review processes.

The next layer in their challenge was data validation - when there are existing issues with accuracy and

reporting, completing thorough, frequent validation becomes slow and laborious once again. Catching

any issues in their operations may have been detected later than what is ideal and have had a larger

impact. This company was seeking a solution to centralise and manage their inventory management

system resulting in the selection of MineMarket. The need for a solution that centralised their 

data while improving data quality , was essential.  

WASTING TIME

DATA ACCURACY

Spending unnecessary time
on projects completing
administrative work and
double-checking data.

Near impossible to pull
accurate, up to date
data.
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REPORTING ISSUES
Using multiple systems, varying data
formats meant reporting was taking
substantially longer.



AUDITING
Requiring a full audit trail of data used
in material tracking, logistics and
invoice generation. 

TRACKING 
Single system for material tracking
from ore source to customer delivery
and tracking.

ORGANISATION
Enforcing corporate standards for
naming conventions and reporting.

THE SOLUTION COMMON ISSUES OUR
CLIENTS FACE PRIOR TO
USING MINEMARKET

To ensure effective and streamlined inventory

management, MineMarket was chosen as the solution.

MineMarket provides the broadest coverage for

managing the mining value chain by combining

comprehensive material tracking, logistics management,

and complex sales and marketing capability into a single

solution. Through connecting operational data and its

relationships from mine-to-customer. 

MineMarket maximises commercial outcomes by

optimising logistics, charting the impact of sales, and

tracking and identifying operational bottlenecks. It

minimises delays in data collection, ensuring the same

data is visible across the organisation, which facilitates

analysis, adjustment and reconciliation. MineMarket can

be used in conjunction with other business systems,

integrates seamlessly with other Datamine solutions,

and provides sophisticated reporting and web service

integration capabilities. 

MineMarket provides the broadest
coverage for managing the mining value
chain by combining comprehensive
material tracking, logistics management,
and complex sales and marketing
capability into a single integrated and
auditable solution. 
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CONFIDENCE
Data stored with utmost confidence
and reported efficiently and on time.

TRANSPARENCY
Transparency of data across the
mine value chain to all departments.



THE RESULTS
With MineMarket fully implemented into their
operations and customised to suit their
needs, this Australian company is now able
to run an automated monthly report to
determine which pits have contributed to ship
builds - a previously time-consuming manual
excercise. The ability to easily reconcile data
and see at what point in the value chain
variances have occurred is now possible with
MineMarket - an invaluable data point point
for the team. Their newfound confidence in
the integrity of their data has further enabled
them to streamline processes and reporting
whilst integrating with BI tools. "For us the
implementation with Datamine was quite
simple. As we have progressed with the
product over the years, we continue to utilise
more of the program's functionality," says
their General Manager in Planning and
Services. "Every time we look to take another
step towards utilising more of MineMarket's
functionality the Datamine team has been
great to work with." By using MineMarket,
confidence in the integrity of the data
captured allows the company to make more
informed and accurate planning decisions. 

ACCURACY PRODUCTIVITY COMPLIANCE
Reduced inefficient/double-
handling of material often
results in cost savings up to
$5m/year

Reduce the time taken to
compile the reconciliation
results and production report,
estimated at $20k/year

Full system auditability and
segregation of duties allows for
compliance with industry codes.
Mitigating risks and potential
penalties that can save your
operation from hefty fines.
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ACROSS THE BOARD, POST-IMPLEMENTATION OUTCOMES HAVE HAD THE
FOLLOWING  BENEFITS:



CONTACTS

www.dataminesoftware.com 
sales@dataminesoftware.com


